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Newly-announced products, features and integrations advance the use of data science and AI/ML capabilities, enterprise governance at scale, and
new Apps and IoT solutions

The creation of Domo For Good brings together Domo customers and experts with non-profits to help build better communities, improve lives and
foster a healthier planet

SILICON SLOPES, Utah, March 26, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Domo (Nasdaq: DOMO) wrapped up its fifth annual Domopalooza last week,
announcing new product enhancements, solutions and integrations to help the world’s largest companies leverage the power and scale of the Domo
platform to accelerate their digital transformation journey and get more value from their business data.  Domo also announced the formation of Domo
For Good (D4G), a social good program designed to bring together Domo experts with non-profits to put the power of data and the Domo platform to
work to help solve society’s most pressing issues.

Domopalooza 2019 included nearly 3,000 registrants representing 27 countries, more than 50 breakout sessions, more than 75 customer speakers,
as well as keynotes and entertainers including U.S. government and Microsoft CIO Tony Scott, Super Bowl MVP Drew Brees, President and CEO of
Save the Children Carolyn Miles, legendary R&B group Boyz II Men and pop sensation Zara Larsson, to name a few.

Domopalooza 2019 announcements included the following:

Expansion of Data Science, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Capabilities to Speed the Time from Insights to Action

Domo Business Automation Engine (BAE): Domo’s BAE, part of Mr. Roboto, is the first-of-its-kind orchestration layer that works
across all data, systems and people in an organization through the Domo platform. It leverages machine learning and advanced
alerting capabilities to help organizations coordinate intelligent, event-based workflows and shorten the time from insights to action.

Did You Know: Did You Know is a new machine learning capability that surfaces automated insights, personalized to the user, by
using machine learning to constantly scan all incoming data and detect trends, relationships, anomalies or correlations that otherwise
would be impossible. Did You Know becomes more powerful as more data, system and people are connected through the Domo
platform.

Amazon SageMaker Integration: This powerful new capability will allow data scientists to leverage their Amazon SageMaker
Machine Learning models directly in the Domo platform, enabling more accurate and actionable predictions across the business from
real-time data in Domo. Domo also announce another data science integration with Jupyter, a collaboration tool for writing and
sharing code and text, allowing data scientists to leverage all their Domo datasets in their Jupyter notebooks.

New Apps and Solutions to Deliver Rapid Time to Value for Customers

Domo Marketing Suite: As part of a series of targeted solutions built by Domo and its growing ecosystem of partners, the Domo
Marketing Suite, built on the Domo platform, improves marketing efficiency and impact, and helps marketers drive more value from
their digital transformation initiatives. The Domo Marketing Suite includes two newly released apps – Digital 360 and Campaigns.

Domo IoT Cloud: Domo’s IoT Cloud connects to thousands of unique data sources and allows customers to combine real-time IoT
data with operational data from anywhere in their business while overlaying third-party data sources to get the most complete picture
of what is happening. Built on the Domo platform. the Domo IoT Cloud includes two out-of-the-box apps for IoT data: the Device Fleet
Management App and the Production Flow App.

New Offerings to Help the World’s Largest Companies Push Digital Transformation More Broadly Across the Enterprise

New Enterprise Security and Governance Capabilities: Domo’s new enterprise security and governance features include
identity-based data permissions help maintain security policies and ease administrative oversight as organizations push digital
transformation more broadly across their organizations with the Domo platform.

Domo Stories: Domo Stories, based on input from dozens of customers, empowers customers to put more context around data and
share their data accurately, efficiently and intuitively across the business. Domo Stories enables customers to create customized
dashboard layouts, offer a curated, guided experience around data, and more effectively lead others through a data story from a
trusted data set, to ensure audiences better understand the story the data is trying to tell.

Domo Certification Program: The Domo Certification Program includes five new product certifications to help business and data
professionals level-up their data skills and demonstrate proficiency in Domo. Each program will help individuals better leverage data
for the good of the company and the good of their careers. As Domo believes that access to learning resources should be free and
unrestricted, all self-guided learning experiences are complimentary and available to all Domo customers.

Program to Connect Domo Experts with Non-Profits for Doing Good in the World
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Domo For Good (D4G): Core to the D4G program is the Domo For Good Exchange, an online community designed to allow Domo
customers to match themselves with non-profit organizations wanting to better leverage data to improve their organizations’ impact in
the world. Also part of the D4G program, Domo announced strategic partnerships with Save the Children, Mark Brand, Inc. and the
Environmental Defense Fund, which leverage the talent and passions of Domo employees with the power of the Domo platform to
help these organizations advance their missions.

“Our fifth annual Domopalooza brought together exceptional education, training and networking to help customers push forward their organization’s
digital transformation initiatives. At the core of all of our announcements this year is the power and scale of the Domo platform, and the innovations we
have brought to market for and with our customers,” said Josh James, founder and CEO, Domo. “Domo For Good, our social impact program, is one
of those programs inspired by customers, that leverages the power of the Domo platform, and the know-how of our employees and customers, to do
good for the world. I am incredibly proud of the focus our entire team brings to customer success and am looking forward to what’s in store for the year
ahead.”

For more information on Domopalooza, visit https://www.domo.com/domopalooza.

About Domo
Domo’s mission is to be the operating system for business, digitally connecting all your people, your data and your systems, empowering them to
collaborate better, make better decisions and be more efficient, right from their phones. Domo works with many of the world’s leading and most
progressive brands across multiple industries including retail, media and entertainment, manufacturing, finance and more. For more information about
Domo (Nasdaq: DOMO), visit www.domo.com. You can also follow Domo on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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